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An Undergraduate
Journal of
Arts and Letters

"The sky is symbolic of the mind— i.e. vast,
empty, blue in color. Clouds of thought pass through
and dissolve and are replaced by more clouds. Some
times it's completely open, and sometimes it's cov
ered over. But the sky is not stained, or tainted, or
ruined, or disturbed by any of the clouds. The sky
accommodates the clouds as the mind accommo
dates thought, anger, passion, aggression, and ig
norance, but is untainted by them ultimately."
— Allen Ginsberg,
in HIKA, 1992 -
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Jeremy Hawkins
My Friend, the Skeptic
What then, if whistling
down from Heaven, God fell
into your vegetable gardenpale, rotund, and stiff
with Death? Would you spit
on your texts— philosophy,
physics, the Tao of Onanism?
Would you dig a great pit
to swallow His corpse,
cover the green-tinged body
with earth and mark it
with a cross? Or stretch on
your white latex gloves, carry
an over-sized scalpel,
and make incisions to determine
the age of the deceased,
the cause and approximate
time of Death? You'd think
it at first a dupe, another fat
man from the sky like a whale
caught on a sandbar
and suffocated by his own hulking
weight, but as you cut
into his great belly, inside the muscle
wall, you'd find His stomach- bloated
from centuries of drinking blood.
You would find His liver spotted
with lesions from the spirits.
Go on then, let Him rot,
let a great cloud of flies breed
dizzy in the stench— the maggots
will clean his bones. Then His
splintered ribs will make good bean poles,
a trellis for your climbing ivy.
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Katherine Hedeen
cuban laundry day
as if she could remove the stains with her machine
(russian-barely-used-for-guests-only)
or with her own hands
zenaida quietly lifts my bloomers to the line
ashamed of their speckle ever-more faded
later she retreats tired of so much summer
and I discolored from the nordic freeze
skin soiled gritty with pebbles
rush toward it
she could try again but I do not let her
we know:
for all our washing they won't come clean.
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Pat Norton
Triptych of Eden c. 1999
(Excerpt)

1

[Left Panel, Oil on Canvas, 6' x 4']
"Because one of the terrible
things about so-called love,
certainly for an artist, I think, is
the destruction. "
- Francis Bacon November
The sun paddles across the sky. Clouds twist, merge, and
dissolve. The tips of trees' sway with the wind. The banks of the far shore
erode and drop away. Water sweeps fallen leaves off the rocks. A branch
bobs at the surface, spins in the current. Her brush just touches the
canvas, dips, and stops.
"I can't," she says.
He stops his own work to walk over to her. They've been painting
for weeks in the studio, and each day she has improved. Sometime in midOctober, they decided it would be more beneficial to her if the classes were
made daily. Her first attempts at still-life were crude, barely recognizable.
Slowly, she gained control of the brush, learned the proper pressure and
angle with which to apply the paint, and in three weeks could churn out a
painting of fruit in a bowl that honest-to-god looked like fruit in a bowl.
Today, they decided, would be a good day to try a landscape.
"What's wrong?" he asks.
"There's too much. Too much movement, too many things to focus
on. I can't."
"Why do you come here?"
Her hand shops shaking.
He repeats himself, "Why do you come here?"
"I don't know, I like it here. Mostly."
"When do you like it here?"
"Times like now. When I'm alone-- except for you, of course."
"And when don't you like it here?"
l
The painting itself was bought on a whim by a traveling German diplomat, who happened to see It as
he was walking to dinner with an unknown woman (most likely an escort). Painted in hyper-reallstic
fashion, In the manner of such Northern Renaissance painters as Vermecr, Memllng, and van Eyck, the
painting, the diplomat thought at the time, would go well In his study. Measuring a full 16' 2" wide and 6'
high (should one include the frame and gaps between each panel), it was Just slightly too large for the
diplomat's study. Upon trying to move It into the main foyer, his wife balked at the Idea, as she wanted
to display her most recent work, a series of watercolors primarily focused on the subject of Brazilian
men/nos da rua being sodomized In what appear to be abandoned warehouses, though no one really
knows, or asks. Currently, the painting is being stored in the diplomat's garage, until the divorce Is
finalized.
2

Mostly White Oak (quercus alba), Trident Maple (acer buergcnanum), and Birch (betu/a).
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"Whernt's crowded. People come in and ruin it. Sometimes the
church baptizes people over there, by the bridge. I was baptized there."
"Paint that."
"The baptismal?"
"Whatever it is you see when you look at it. Ignore the change.
Painting a landscape is like painting fruit that rots in front of you. You just
have to paint the fruit anyway."
She tries again, focusing her attention down the shore. Clouds
coagulate in the veins of the sky. She sees the bridge, the shadow that it
makes on the surface of the river and on the sandy bottom. The current
slows, jells around the waist of Rev. Conroy. His hand is pressed to her
forehead. She closes her eyes, sinking below the surface. She stays there,
tasting minerals and seaweed-- the is no darkness here. Stretching up into
the air, robe dripping, her brush makes its first stroke.
She's nearly finished now— a good thing as she can hardly see
anymore. A few stars glitter through the trees4 . Jeff has already packed up
his work and is waiting for her patiently, sitting on a rotting log wedged firmly
between two heavy boulders. He's wearing his Tee-shirt with the ripped
shoulder stitches today. He changes out of workday clothes after school. The
use of fashion as statement of power5 is just one of the things that bothers
him about teaching, he's told her, but what can you do? He taps on his watch.
Her arms are full. Navigating through the woods with a damp canvas
at night is no easy task, she learns. It is not enough that she must balance
the canvas on the tips of her fingers, but the strap on her back pack has
somehow wormed its way loose off her shoulder, shifting her weight to the
left and/or right, depending on momentum and variation in gait. She feels
clumsy, childlike. Passing a decaying blueberry bush, her sweater catches and
tangles in its barbed branches. She stops.
"Water Is used for cleansing from dust and dirt; therefore, It may be the symbol of a spiritual washing
from original sin. But It can also symbolize both death and life. One can plunge Into water and be
submerged by It; then it Is a symbol of death. After the plunge, one may rise from the water; then It Is a
token of resurrection. A descent Into water has always been a description of penetration into deep and
mysterious fecundities; the Greeks believed that the whole living universe came from water. From
another point of view, water Is an excellent symbol of Baptism, because It is an open sign of separation.
Water very often is the natural boundary between city and city, state and state, nation and nation,
continent and continent, tribe and tribe. Those who live on one side of water are 'separated' from th ose
who live on the other. In the early days, before rapid communication, It was a dramatic experience to
pass from one territory to another. This symbolism, therefore, was well fitted for the Divine Master to
indicate the separation of the Christian from the world, as the water which was divided In the Red Sea,
was a symbol of the separation of Israel from the slavery of Egypt." Excerpt: These are the Sacraments,
by Fulton J. Sheen
4 Note here the artist's stylistic ambiguity, alternating between the purely technical-- even anatomical—
and the vastly over poetic narrative devices throughout this panel. In the Central and Right panels, this
technique may be viewed, as well, to varying degrees of success.
5 Note, also, the generalized use of certain clothing types, departmentally, within the circuits of
academla. Math/Science: khaki pants or skirts (subtle variations within skirts); long-sleeved shirts of
loose cotton always tucked In; lab coats If that Is their thing or is of necessity. English/History: khakis
are also widely used, though they may be replaced by casual blue jeans; blue, red, or yellow ties In
sequential alternations; the corduroy jacket with elbow patches. Foreign languages: clothing here can
delineate wildly from any suggestions made of an ecumenical nature, but please take Into consideration
the language taught, and from which nationality It Is derived. Art/Music: because of the Inherent belief
that these people are crazy, they may wear whatever they please (excluding, of course, any Dress Codes
a school may enforce in Its Student Handbook), which, one may assume Is the reason students fall to
take them seriously-- a fact that Jeff Sternberg [the art teacher) found out soon after his first week.
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Upon hearing her cry for help, Jeff retraces his steps, grinning
with mock seriousness. She is a mess: the canvas is barely in her hands,
resting on one knee while she tries to pull herself free of the bush's
nettlesome grasp. She breathes deeply, exhales, you are not a child. But
Jeff has already worked most of the barbs out; he has to counterbalance
himself with his hand on the cusp of her neck and shoulder. She stops
breathing, looks at him. He looks up, sees her, and then drops his gaze
back to the final nettle. She can't hear what he says, and is too fright
ened to ask. There is a secret, whispered among the trees, which will
reveal itself as rain.
The next morning she awakens to the sounds of chainsaws and
diesel engines. A storm raged the night before, ripping branches to the
ground, snapping jittery power lines to bounce across blacktop like
ocean bound children, flooding sewers whose cluttered waters rose to
the surface and spread in increments until what appeared to be many
pools finally gave themselves unto each other with a soft, incestuous
kiss. But as with any storm, the clouds passed-- this time around dawn—
and the waters slowly dissipated in the warming sun, leaving behind only
that which could not remove itself. Men in orange overalls and thick
boots shout to one another, determined to erase any sign of the previous
night's havoc.
The noise outside her window is a far off murmur, as she
remembers her own perilous night of dreaming. While she slept, while
the wind tore at her windows, she walked along the riverbank, her
nightgown damp and her bare feet muddied. She found him at the end
of a narrow path; he faced the river, naked from the waist up, curls of
smoke wending their own path through the branches above his head.
She could not make him turn. His eyes were fixed on the sky, even as
she stepped in front of him. She could feel his breath against her cheek,
and she awoke, ascending through so many panes of fragile glass, to the
sounds of chainsaws and diesel engines.
December+
She feels nervous. Her mother runs through the kitchen, first
to the stove, then to the fridge, back to the stove, making a quick stop
at the cutting board, then to the stove to throw in cubed green peppers,
then to the fridge again, and so on. Her father sticks his head in sym
bolically to offer help, only to retreat back to the living room before an
answer can be given. Her mother opens the cutlery drawer:
"Set the table."
"I don't know why you're doing this."
"He's your teacher. He's our neighbor. It's about time we invited
him over to dinner. I don't see what the problem is."
Placing the second knife next to the second spoon, she says,
"It's embarassing."
Her mother stops, wipes her hands on a dishtowel. "I know,
we're your parents. We embarass you. You'll get over that sooner or
later. We can't be embarassments your whole life."
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"Yes, you can!" She hears the whine in her voice and hates it.
Her mother then turns and starts to stir the sauce. "Clean up after
you've finished setting the table."
In the bathroom, she scrubs her hands and face0 while staring in the
mirror. She glances out the window, across the street, but sees nothing: a
light on in his studio, the ceiling fans going, but no Jeff. Her reflection, upon
turning back, looks to her inhuman, a blotch of color examined too closely, a
fragile image easily broken; for a second, the desire to smash it is unbear
able. This, she thought, is ridiculous, and splashes cold water on her cheeks
as she had seen actors do on TV. Face in the sink, towel against her neck, the
doorbell rings.
The dinner setting, like many informal dinners with a first time guest,
is far too formal. A store-bought bouquet of roses and baby's breath sits in a
centered epergne, surrounded by porcelain bowls of beef&broccoli, lemon
chicken, joudzha , steadied brown rice, and green beans. Jeff, she can't tell,
is doing his best to remain pleasant and cheery: he talks about why he moved
here, about the failing art scene and his inability to cover a live horse in glue
and call it art , about his need $o explore a bit before he settles down, about
how much he likes Eden, about how good the food is and could he have the
recipe?, about what a good student Kate is and the tremendous progress
she's made since the beginning of the year, about what a lovely home they
have and he'd certainly like a tour, about how delicious the coffee is and it
didn't seefti to matter that it was freeze-dried it'd been made so well. Jeff has,
upon her mother's request, seconds of everything, which allows Kate to make
trips to and from the kitchen, ostensibly for the purpose of collecting stillwarm food, though these trips also allow for a recondite redistribution of her
mother's wine.
After dinner, they move to the living room. Here, too, exists an air of
well-intentioned punctilio and politesse. Beneath the coffee cups are paper
doilies. Cookies, ranging in shape and flavor, fan artfully— untouched- across
an argentine platter. Kate sips on her coffee and looks at Jeff as though to say
I'm sorry. Jeff, between sips, smiles at her with concealed understanding. Her
father speaks,
"You know, I've always liked art."

® "SmartMart Aromatherapeutlc Boysenbcrry Scented Virucidal Fungicidal Streptoddal Staphylocldal
Regicidal Tuberculocldal Pseudomonocldal Handsoap with Aloe."
7

Potstickers, Dumplings

® I'm Rubber, Victoria Pelzner, MoMA, Nov. 22 - Jan. 4
Franz Enwallus, of The New York Times, raves; "One woman's stand In the fight for world
veganism Is personified within the four walls of this exhibit. Bursting on the scene In a style reminiscent of
today's best London-based artistes, Ms. Pelzner toes the line between propaganda and the newly defined
'media-reality.' It Is a sobering and horse-playful look at the modern world, despite the mess."
9Mr.

Sippy-Sip Yemeni Roast. $4.25 at most retailers.
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Jeff smiles again, "That's good to hear. Sometimes I wonder if there's
anyone left. I mean, people buy art and they look at art, but I wonder if many
people actually like it anymore. They wear it like a sweater."
Her mother joins in, "I've always been a fan of the impressionists. Of
course I couldn't see any of it until I married Harry," she puts her hand on his
knee, "but I just adore it now. Monet, you know."
Her father continues, "None of that modern crap, the stuff with just
blue or whatever. Never liked it."
Jeff finishes his coffee and smiles, yet again. "Well, maybe you'll get a
chance to see some of Kate's work at the Student Expo tomorrow."
All eyes turn to Kate. Her mother looks puzzled.
"Kate?" Then to Jeff again, "She never tells us anything. Teenagers."
Kate tries to speak up, but her mother is already clearing the table.
In a few minutes, the living room has been restored to its usual state,
though much cleaner for the effort. Jeff and her father shake hands, and Jeff
gives her mother a small hug, thanking her for the delicious meal10. As Jeff
leaves, Kate almost grabs his arm, but instead simply says goodbye.
Once the dishes are finished, the house feels quiet and tired. Kate
wanders to her room, looks through her books, checks e-mail1 , drinks a cup
of water, spins on her bed, and finally sneaks out of the house to go across the
street. This, the sneaking, takes more work than she expects, having first to
load her bed with clothes reminiscent of a sleeping form, then to creep past her
parents' room in which her mother is hopefully unconscious (her father's gone
to Ozzy's), then the walk downstairs, avoiding loose T-grooves on steps seven
and three, unlocking the back door with minimal noise, and finally sneaking
around the side of the house, across the street, to the front door of Jeff's.
She knocks quietly the first time, then again with more force. She can
hear him moving inside, a crash followed by the ignition of the porch-light. He
opens the door, half-shaved, wearing a bathrobe and flannel pajama bottoms.
Pulling the collar tight, he finally asks, or tries to ask,
"What are you...?"
"Can I please come in?"
"Do your parents know you're here?"
"No, of course not. Can I please come in?"
Somewhere, a few blocks away, a police siren screams. The wind picks
up, tugging at his robe, and blowing the weave of her coat. They stand like
that, he in the doorway, shivering, and she gripping the porch's support
column, trying not to. They stand like that for quite some time.
"Why?"
"I want to ask you a question."
10

Harry, thank you. Come over any time. Alice, If I could cook like you, I'd never leave the house."
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DATE
12/14/99
12/14/99
12/15/99
12/16/99

SENDER
cgl4657Pwahoo.com
foxxxymama@hotfrlends.com
argyle@lnterjet.com
makemoneyathome@tlmblerig.com
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SUBJECT
FLOWERS TO YOUR DOOR'
Cum see my new web-cam1
h.'y

I made $2,678 In ONE WEEK by

December+ +
2:45 and the gymnasium is already packed. Students shout at one
another from net to net, the acoustics not helping the confusion, sound jumping
off the floor and ceiling; boxes still litter the ground, causing more than one
person to inadvertently trip and knock over a just-now-perfectly-placed
fiberboard display on the conductivity of household vegetables12; musicians,
any and all musicians, tune their instruments near the bleachers while one
student performs an impromptu solo of "Louie, Louie" as interpreted by the
mandolin; Kate arranges her paintings on easels amongst a galere of other
works .
Jeff approaches as custodians manage to raise the STUDENT EXPO '99
banner across the lower beams of the catwalk14. He is well dressed today,
better than she has seen him in a while: khakis, sweater, parted hair and a
fresh shave. His eyes are still red, but it appears that he applied some sort of
vasoconstrictor only moments before- a teary film still visible beneath his left
eye. He pauses a few times to chat with early arrival parents, several of whom
take more than a few minutes, pointing at their child's work, often reaching out
a clawed hand toward the work in question and tilting their bodies with the
wrist rotation as they speak, before he makes it to her, she in the meantime
setting up her own sign.
"Untitled Works, oil on canvas, Katherine Daniels. You lose sleep
thinking of that?"
"That? No."
There is no pause, no awkwardness, and there needn't be one. The
response is a reflex and nothing more, they both know, so he gives her a hug
and says,
"They look great. I'm proud of you."
"Thank you. I mean, I should thank you."
The lights flicker on and off, then on, then off, then on, then off, until
Principal Maygarten waves at the fourth grader assigned to the task of starting
the festivities and, when that doesn't work15, at a teacher's aide who playfully
picks the boy up and carries him to his friends. Maygarten waits until the crowd
is hushed before he raises both arms16 and says the same thing he says every
year, the only variable being the Anno Domini,
"I welcome you to J.F.K. Jr. High School's17 Student Expo '99!" at
which point there is much clapping and shouting by students, teachers, and
12

Potatoes, not surprisingly, took the lead, with arugula In dead last.

My Doggy, watercoior on canvas, Susan Blocher; Sin and Prejudice, oil on aluminum, Jason Myer;
Statuesque, red day and toothpicks, Oregano Jones; The Art of Distraction, blood on plywood, Billy Sexton;
Blue Period: A Monthly Castration of Picasso, unknown on 200 thread count cotton sheet, Gina Vitriol.
14
15

Near the stage.
... then on, the off, then on, then off, then on...

'6 It was disputed whether he looked more like the flagger at an auto race or like Nixon.
This name, a recent change from James A. Garfield High School, was at first a welcome departure from the
past, but it wasn't understood until soon after that the school board realized the Jr. was causing some serious
misunderstandings.

17
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parents alike, which in turn is rapidly silenced by the arrival of free pizza.
Kate's mother arrives at 3:15 PM through the main double doors held
open by rubber stops. She orients herself and waves at Kate from across the
room, motioning that she will look around as she makes her way towards the
art exhibit. Kate spends her time watching people and answering the few
questions that come her way. From her point of view, she can see almost 75%
of the gym, the remaining 25% delegated to the 4H Club kids, and the only
excitement they provided was during a brief minute when a pot-bellied pig
almost escaped and attacked third grader Jenny Germandy's homemade jam
display18. Other than that the excitement, what little there is, lies in watching
the interactions between persons: Maygarten stays near the seven judges,
tasting a piece of chicken here, commenting on a particularly difficult sounding
science project there; Irwin Myer and his wife, Olivia, appear not to be speak
ing to each other, and Irwin takes every opportunity to step outside and smoke
in the parking lot, a cigarette already lit before he hits the exit; Mona hands out
cups of apple juice by the cookie display; Billy Sexton tries valiantly to explain
his piece while ogling the breasts of Marion Conroy19; and Jeff deftly avoids Ms.
Larkin to speak to Kate's mother, who is on her way at last.
To Kate, she says, "Honey, this looks great," and then to Jeff, "Hon
estly, you've done a wonderful job. I was a little wary at first, but I never knew
she was such an artist."
Jeff and Kate blush simultaneously as the judges reach the Artists of
J.F.K. Jr. Expo Center. Maygarten has his hand on the shoulder of Greg Pursell,
mayor of Eden and honorary judge. They were examining Blue Period intently
when the doors to the side entrance explode open, banging against the
cinderblock walls. Since the pig incident, nothing noteworthy has occurred, so
everyone's eyes are on the man running-- stumbling— towards the judges.
Kate sees her father as he leaves the ground, sees him for the first
time in his overalls and work shirt, sees his face and outstretched arms, the dirt
beneath his nails and in his beard and the sweat soaked pits. She hears him
yell You bastard as he tackles Jeff, knocking him into her, and she into her
paintings. She feels the easel crush beneath her, the air pressure drop, the
crowd surge around them. She sees her father pick Jeff up, punch him in the
nose, the eye. She sees Jeff flail backwards, holding his face, refusing to punch
back, accepting. She hears he touched my daughter, and the silence of the
gym. She feels her legs go numb. She sees Jeff carried through the exit, and
turns over to see her broken painting. She thinks, if she tears the canvas there
a little, adds a stroke of black, a touch of red, the piece might be called
complete.
18 That particular catastrophe was diverted by a quick-thinking boy who Inadvertently burnt his
strawberry pies that morning when he un-herolcally did not overcome his dyslexia and set the oven at 520
degrees, Instead of the advised 250. There are many chances to be a hero, however, and this boy grabbed
the opportunity both to throw pies at a pig and to save the day. The pig deemed the pies tasty, and the
boy was awarded an honorary purple ribbon.
19

Admittedly, she's got great breasts.
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Margaret McGuire
Patriotism in a Bag
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Theo Bark
June
Night on rooftops
Manhattan lights
winking and smirking
all tooth stung lemons
and sugar limes.
Queens is a black eye
and Brooklyn
the girl with leopard print underwear
who asked you to wake her
before you left.
The sky is bluest
where it's deepest
cold
where satellites slice
and red
where buildings reach.
The roof is all warm
and needle pricks
the wind picks up the cards
to wake me,
throwing aces
like confetti and rice.
I struggle to play solitaire
until I lose
a black deuce,
resign myself to dream
about the future,
and try not to see stars.
In the morning the sun almost
doesn't rise, almost
gives away the day
to the moon
to forever evening,
and Brooklyn
is the girl who traces your shoulder blade
asking you why you sleep with your back
to her breasts.
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Benjamin Keating

SSeading up to and inc,udin9 the p

resent

2. albino crocodiles death-spinning at 20,000 feet
A ^ PP,n9"mal1 ferries weighted with Spanish lorries
4. fanbelts juicing the car battery on the motorway
5. those glowing-neon deep-sea species in the Arctic
6. goblin hordes taking advantage of the water damage
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a. gravity is the mediator,respec,iveiy
the gavel-holder
dichoton,

s to

fM.5ST.™2,£* KS" •"""•»i"'° '»»"«
. Frank Lloyd Wright s architecture is structurally unsound
b nnsiril tn h°T' ,inger key'
5.

medlum-strength knock
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an Ced smear camPai9ns fortell the future
l
D
7. if only George Bush would grow a beard and be exposed
a. daisycutting righteousness killing goats and toddlers
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Peter Horan
Personal Itinerary / Journal for The Man Who
Covers His Ears While He's Going to the Bathroom
Friday, June 29th, 2001.
8:36 AM - Make early bathroom run. Secure door. Make sure pants around
ankles don't touch the floor. Deftly angle penis so urine will run right into
toilet without having extra hand to guide it. (NB: trial run-through of new
penis-angling technique). Use newly free right hand to cover right ear, giving
both ears now equal coverage (NB: so far, new penis-angling style simpler,
much more comfortable than approach involving right hand on penis, left
hand on ear, right ear on shoulder). Bathroom procedure goes smoothly and
virtually sound-free. Commute to work, satisfied for hours.
11:05 AM - Pre-lunch pee. Urinals a blessing. Gingerly urinate avoiding
overly-complicated pants placement or any hand support for penis. Ear
coverage thorough and efficient, yet unimposing for potential neighboring
urinators, of which now there are none (thank goodness). This has always
worked well in the past, and reasons for it not to be the perfect way to go
about things are unforeseen.
1:59 PM - Wendy's cheeseburgers digest so quickly, it's almost nervewracking. Use stall on the end to avoid being sandwiched by obtrusive
bathroom goers. Repeat morning procedure. Disaster strikes. Man with
clompy shoes walks into adjacent stall. Switch immediately from palm over
ears to fingers in ear-holes, gently and slowly moving in small circles (The
proximity of the resounding rumble in the ear canal completely blocks off all
sound). Consider, just like the last time this happened, purchase of earplugs
so to avoid unbearably uncomfortable situations like these. Convince self
that "you're not that crazy" and continue rolling fingers in ears and shutting
eyes to heighten mental effect.
2:03 PM - Man has not left stall and ears are starting to become raw. Decide
to try and take care of things quickly, hoping that strange man will remain
silent as he must have been doing for the past four, now five minutes or so.
Just as fingers are taken away, a sharp and terrible knocking from strangerman's stall is startling. Recoil in terror, as much as one can on the commode.
Man's voice is low and impatient, resonating off the walls of the bathroom
and equally discomforting as the knocking. He asks to borrow toilet paper,
referring to you far-too-intimately as "dude." One of his hands reaches under
the supposedly secure and solid walls between stalls. (Reaching hand
extremely spatially-invading). Quickly and without vocal response or coming
completely away from the opposite wall, reach over and tear a substantial
yet uninsulting amount of toilet paper from the roll and reach even further to
hand it to the man.
2:05 PM - More disaster. Reaching ability from across a toilet in a sitting
position severely underestimated. At first, resort to tilting self further onto
right buttock to compensate for lack of stretching length. Poorly-constructed
/ -maintained toilet facilities cause buttock to give way and slip inward while
torso is mid-lean. Slipping, paired with surprise and obvious agitation,
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causes complete doubling-over to the side of the toilet. Cover ears and shut eyes
instinctively in mid-fall.
2:06 PM - Assess situation: man still craving toilet paper but also demanding to
know what happened. You're a mess: Head is smashed against stall-divider, neck is
craned diagonally, body bent from the side in a U-shape, legs in too awkward a
position to describe and/or focus upon. (NB: although stall divider provides flat
surface against ear and thus formidably allows ear to practice natural suction
ability, man in adjacent stall provides too much noise for any sort of brainstorm for
prototype hat or headband idea).
2:06 PM - Resort to animal instinct in lieu of any other ideas. Squirm out of
position, pull up pants, flee out the door, but not before making sure strange loud
man is properly silenced. Scream.
2:30 PM - Having returned home, bury face in pillow and weep uncontrollably.
2:42 PM - Retire to hall bathroom for hours. Sit on toilet, hold ears in clenched
fists, sing "You are my Sunshine," verses 2 and 3, chorus repeating.
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Kevin O'Rourke
Requiem for Bruce Haack
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Jen Underwood
Callin' Mama

S'iHaSSffSSSiSiJs..
EES
never

backpack, so he don t have nothin' to sit on. And it takes forever if he comes
S a rVS packm'h,s backpack even though we've told him and told him

real LrPfnTm rh9?'ng °K H P'ane' lt<S jUSt pretend- We te" him, and he just nods
real careful in that way he does, and then he folds his red pajamas in half all neat
and puts em in the bottom. Kat, that's my stepsister, just seems like that girl isn't
S^'S '00l<in' f°n She'" get a" worked up' she'" be Peenn' in
fhehfnn" !°
LiL
i ? 3n2 ym t0 Stand up h,gher t0 see over 3,1 those beads- once she
tried to stand on her suitcase, and it toppled over. Kat's real scrawny but she
~°Ver an °,d ,ady' and then this security officer comes runnin' over, and he
wants to know where our mother is, and Kat's got the wind knocked out of her like
you couldn t believe, and I'm chokin' on my CinnaBun, and he said where is your
mother? only louder that time. And thank God for Toby, 'cause he just said "She's
"ff
KG' We re Qonna visit her soon. Ya wanna see my backpack?" And the
ro?S ch
hi* Sl°PKed l00km9 mad riQht then' and he crouched all down so Toby
And wo c,WH r. backpack- And then he smiled and told us to have a good trip.
W3S Qreat'
y' you re a genius, how did you come up with that?
A»H hi? M
Sa'd' but WeYe g0nna 90 visit Mama soon, aren't
we? AnriTh/tWh * 7' ^
V Pau
1S Sad about the airport sometimes- I mean, we
didn'f
h ?!
know what to say to him, and there were all these people rushing by but

KjisssJMJSfSKSSJS5KS""""

^^^ssssssssssga.
hot If he wouldn t drink so much, but that don't make sense to me much either
hlC»aUSf Jhen "ghtafter she says that, she's telling Kat and me and Toby we'd
better take water bottles if we're gonna run all over the place like wild things. I
d, V °'
^ar7 ?,°u
\a ru,es for everYthing. Seems to be like we were doin'
alright without all her rules and havin' to go to school everyday when it's winter
and eatin right and all that. Daddy's home all the time now since they started
layin off at the plant, so he finds me little bits of stuff to eat so I'm not so hungry

a Mono Ien
^ l'™ jUSt 3 PrGttV 'ittle
Toby's just Toby, an^tha^"! okay^toa" "°W'

mama. Kat's
*h° T°bV '°°kS ,lke'

r0Und 0ne like

And you know, Susan was wantin' to send us to some summer camp this
aofn'C|!n SC

S

^

S t0° h0t

thC h°USe f°r 3,1 US k'dS and her' but 1 wasn't

goin to no summer camp on account of all the bugs they always got in those
pools, and Kat doesn't like to get up real early, and Toby's too little anyhow so

not ?et9theUhSp?tf
'°ng 35 WG promised to staV out of Susan's hair and
hnt ?n
K
!l°ke. At first we were ,n b|9 trouble 'cause it was just too plain
hot to even be in the shade. So we stayed inside a lot, and Susan was getting
pretty fired up about it. But then one day, we got bored and hopped on that bus
that comes down by the school, you know, just to see where it goes, and we ended
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up at the airport. And you wouldn't believe how cold that place is inside, it s
like if you lived inside a snow cone. So then, starting the day after, we just
started up going there all the time. Long as you got your suitcase, they don't
know you ain't going somewhere. And we ain't the rich kids, but we got
suitcases, real nice ones, too. 'Cause we don't go nowhere now for real, but
like Daddy says, you never know. So we've had good suitcases long as I can
remember.
But we got up this morning, and we were goin' to the airport like
normal, so we got Toby up real early to pack so we could be there soon
enough to get good window spots for once, and we made up our beds the
way Susan likes, and then we came down into the kitchen, but Susan
wouldn't talk to us. I asked her, what're we havin' for breakfast, Susan? I
asked her louder, what're we having for breakfast, Susan"? And it was like
she had a whole lake of water in her ears, but then I finally figured she
wasn't paying me attention, and I couldn't figure out what me and Toby'd
done, 'cause she wasn't saying nothin' to him either, only telling Kat to sit
down. Kat looked all puzzled-like, and I said Susan! again louder, but she
wasn't answering or anything, so I went to go find Daddy.
He was out on the porch. He says morning's only time that porch
isn't too hot for anything but egg fryin', and he was pourin' himself a glass of
Daddy juice from the big rectangle bottle with the shiny cap that we don't
touch 'cause it's just for Daddys. I asked Daddy how come Susan isn't
talking to me and Toby? And he shrugged an' he said Susan isn't gonna talk
to you no more til y'all start callin' her Mama. And I said how come she didn'
say somethin' before? And he said I dunno, but she's saying something now.
And I thought about that a bit, and then I said but what happens if Mama
comes back? And he took a big drink from his glass with his head all tipped
back, an' then he said Skyler, you listen to me good, you hear? And I said uh
huh, I remember. And he said Skyler, baby, your mama's like that hot air
balloon that's gotta be up in the sky. And I didn't get it, an' I said, but how
come she don't just come down on the ground with me an' Toby? And he
said all quiet that hot air balloons ain't meant to be tied down like that. And
then he shook his head an' started looking at me and not so far off, an he
said if you want any breakfast from now on, then you better start callin' her
Mama.
So I went back inside an' I nudged Toby, and I said to Susan, could
we have some breakfast, Mama? And Kat dropped her pancake right off her
fork, but Susan, she didn't miss a beat, just said sure honey, and we ate
breakfast, and then we got our suitcases, and Toby finished up his packin',
and we set off for the airport.
It was real busy there today with people bumpin' everywhere, but
we still got ourselves a good spot where we could see out. I watched a plane
far off that was goin' down the runway all small so it looked like it was one
of Toby's toy ones, goin' faster an' faster before it takes off, just like it's real
easy to fly. A lady was boardin' the close-up plane with a bunch of kids, the
one in the stroller just a little bit younger than Toby, and that s what I mean
'bout people you'll never know. 'Cause she'd never know just from lookin' at
me that I was wishin' Toby and me could get on one of them planes and fly
off til we were in the sky too where, somewhere, there's a red and green
and yellow hot air balloon.
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Monica Cure
The Introduction
When we unassumingly take her hand,
we see how perfectly
space collapses,
feel something
small and blind rest
between our cupped palms.
Sense how weight pulls equally, perfectly,
oppositely - we both stand although
we're falling down.
Losing time: the angle
keeps watches hidden from view.
Forgetting to count even by breaths.
One motion, a ninety degree
rotation, away from
a two part prayer.
A completed circuit -the millions of nerves sending
messages, little fires beneath the skin.
Just about to read the fortune lines, we realize
we have already held her hand
too long.
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Caleb Wilson
How to Recognize Bad Behavior:
A Morality Tale
Jack sat up out of a vague sleep when a shadow, or maybe a spider, crept
across his face. The floor had left splinters in his hair and dust on his sleeves. He
steadied his hand against the wall, where cobwebs held piles of tiny, mummywrapped flies. A band of light slanted through a narrow window near the ceiling.
The floating dust gave the sunlight the physical presence of a shining blade.
"Zounds!" thought Jack. "I must have been awfully bad to be sent here."
He stood up, wiping his blue suit with both hands. Jack, you horrible little monster.
You'// spend tonight in the attic. No, tears won t save you this time. You should
have ample time to consider what you've done, alone in the dark. Jack sneezed
and tried to open the door. Last night it was locked, and he had fallen asleep with
eyes red from crying and hands bruised from pounding on the wood.
Now unlocked, it opened. Jack stepped through the doorway into a
cluttered storeroom, where the sweet smell of garbage rose to meet him. Bales of
trash were stacked in the corners. The drying hides of sheep or goats were draped
atop them, covered with salt, still foul and damply red. Colonies of mushrooms
grew from the piles of composted paper and dinner scraps. A clawed porcelain
bathtub stood amidst the refuse, filled with rotting fruit cores, greasy bones, and
sodden newspapers.
Lying in and under the filth was a man, his skin scaled with dirt and
sweat, and his eyes cloudy and red. His arm hung to the floor, where his fingertips
fiddled with a bit of rotten pulp. Jack held his hand over his mouth and nose,
gagging. The man looked up, blinked, wiped dirt from his eyes, and spoke in a
cool, clear voice.
"Jack... so you're the unruly child. You're not to leave this room, Jack."
The man coughed, and a fleck of bloody spittle landed on Jack's cheek. "Come
here, Jack. Do you know who I am?" The man reeked, with a smell that was oily
and cloying, at times having the sharpness of vinegar or the sugary twist of a dead
mouse behind the wall. His breath had a vile solidity, like a snake's strike.
Jack walked towards the man, covering his nose and shaking his head.
"My name is Filth," said the man. "I am all that is unclean. Come here, Jack. Let
me embrace you." Filth raised his arms, and dark clots fell to the ground as his
elbows bent. He smiled, and his teeth were grayish yellow, like a rain-soaked
phonebook.
"Get away!" cried Jack. "I know about you. The grownups told me!" Their
cold voices echoed through Jack's head. Jack, you are a filthy child. You have
embraced Filth, and he has tainted you. You will be punished until you can cast
him away. Jack looked around the room for a way out. He saw another door,
opposite the pantry, and ran towards it. From his tub, Filth reached down with
widespread hands and pulled at the floorboards. Squealing, the tub slid across the
floor, its claws leaving jagged scratch marks. Filth heaved, halting the tub directly
before the door.
"Jack," he said. "You can't leave. You've been bad." Filth smiled again.
"Now Jack, come here. I'm willing to be your friend. Shall we be friends, Jack?"
While Filth talked, Jack kicked through the rubbish, looking for something
with weight. As Filth's ghastly smile flickered, Jack discovered a length of lead
piping under a nest of soft, wriggling silverfish. He pulled out the pipe, which had a
long streamer of wet hair hanging from the end like a tassel. "I'm ready to
embrace you, Filth," he said, as he held his breath and walked forward, hiding the
pipe behind his back.
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Filth's grin grew wider and his breath whistled between the tangled
teeth. "Just come here, Jack, and climb into this tub with me. You'll soon feel
cozy and quite at home, I'm sure--" His words were cut off as Jack swung
the pipe at his grimy forehead. The metal hit with a wet thud, and Filth's
brow crumpled like a puffball. He didn't bleed, but oozed black slime as he
lolled in his tub and gurgled, "Jack, you hit me. Jack, you horible little boy..."
Jack vaulted over the tub, his feet sinking in the wet garbage, and
he kicked open the door and jumped through. He landed in a dim hallway,
where his fall was cushioned by thick, wine red carpets. Behind him, Filth's
smell faded like old smoke. The carpet topped a stairway, which descended
in a gentle curve.
As Jack descended, he remembered the pantry door locking with a
click, and cruel adult voices saying: You have been absolutely dreadful
today. It is a horrible shame that tomorrow all the other little boys and girls
will be having a lovely tea party, with a magician and music. If only you had
behaved, then you would have been able to go, as well.
Jack walked down the slow spiral. The stone felt smooth beneath
his feet as he was painted by the colored light from stained glass windows.
He passed through a peaked arch, and came into a round, stone-lined room
with a domed ceiling. The room's still air felt cool, and a timeless quiet
absorbed his footsteps. He was in a minature cathedral where every sound
was muted into sweet silence. Cross-shaped windows let in slabs of light,
which fell diagonally across a large granite block in the middle of the room.
Beyond the stone and through a glass door, Jack saw a reflection of
sunlight. He edged around the block, towards the door, and as he circled the
room, warm sunlight poured in and he felt like the last bits of Filth had been
washed away. He thought he could smell flowers and newly mown grass. He
twisted the crystal knob, and pushed the door open. As he stepped out into
the fresh air, he heard a rasping sound from behind, and he turned.
A wrinkled figure flew out from behind the stone block, straight up
like a jack-in-the-box, and halted near the ceiling, where it hovered weakly.
Its toothless mouth fell open, and a deep voice said, "Jack, you worthless
brat, don't you have the time to show respect before your grandfather's
memorial stone? Why Jack, I lived my life as a hero! Can't useless children
like you even pause for half a second to acknowledge my heroism? But no,
they always run out, into the sun, not thinking for a moment about their
ancestors."
Jack stared up as he reentered the stone room. The figure glowed
blue in the shadows of the dome. He looked down to the block, and he saw
words carved into the side. This monument stands in memory of Jeremiah
Jacob Summer, war hero, philosopher, philanthropist. His body lies lost
beneath the jungles of India; his soul resides forever in Heaven. The deep
voice boomed, "That's right, you rascal. Show some respect like I deserve."
"But," said Jack, "if my Grandfather's body is in India and his soul is
in Heaven, then who are you? Are you a ghost? Why aren't you in Heaven,
too?"
"Um, yes... of course I'm a ghost. A ghost is different from a soul,
you stupid boy. Um..." The apparition shook, and Jack thought he saw
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wires rising from its joints to the ceiling. Then the voice changed suddenly, became
higher and lost its mysterious timbre. "My goodness, Jack, you're a smart kid!"
The ghost fell behind the block, lifeless, and a small dark creature
dropped from the dome's dark keystone. The creature stood on four legs and was
covered with bristly fur. When it spoke, its rounded, stumpy body seemed to be
composed mostly of mouth. "Jack! I'm just teasing! That puppet wasn't your
precious Grandfather, just a cheap little trick I like to play. I like to think of that old
loon fuming away in Hell!" The creature gasped for breath. "Jesus Christ, what a
joker I am! You do know who I am, right? You should know. You seem like just my
kind of guy! My name is Disrespect. Want to stay around and chat for a while? "
Disrespect moved in close, blocking Jack from the door, and Jack could feel its
warm breath on his face. "Of course you want to chat! Come this way!" it said.
"What are you looking at? You keep staring off into space! I mean, I know you're
supposed to be stupid and all, but I thought maybe they had all read you wrong.
Hey, pay attention, and come play with me!"
Oh no,' said Jack, "I couldn't do that. My teachers told me about you."
Jack, you must dose Disrespect out of your life. It is a strong temptation, espe
cially to someone as weak-willed as you. It often seems that cavorting with
Disrespect would be fun. But you must resist: if you feel tempted, respond by
acting correctly and properly. Make an overt show of respect, and you might be
forgiven for what you have done.
Jack looked through the glass door to where a vine climbed up the frame
just outside. Purple bell-shaped flowers hung from it in several places. Jack
wondered if his grandfather would feel honored by a garland of flowers on his
memorial. He had formed a plan in his mind. "Actually, Disrespect, I know what
sounds fun!" he suddenly said. "Can we go tease the gardener? I think I can see
him pruning over there." He pointed towards a distant hedge, where it seemed
plausible a gardener might work.
Disrespect blinked its eyes, which were tiny and weak, buried in rolls of
wrinkly flesh. It strained its body in the direction of the hedge, and frowned,
saying, "What the hell are you talking about? I don't see anything!"
"Let's go!" Jack yelled, and burst past Disrespect, who was still peering in
vain through the glass. Jack slipped through the door and immediately turned
around and slammed it closed. The latch clicked shut, and he smiled at Disrespect.
The creature scratched at the handle with its small claws and howled in anger at
Jack. "You horrible kid! We were going to have so much fun!" it screamed. Jack
walked away from the door, slowly and tauntingly, past the purple flowers and
across a wide sunny patio.
He went down a short flight of steps, almost skipping in the warm
afternoon sun. Small yellow butterflies flitted around him, and he could hear some
birds calling.
Jack walked down a green corridor with a grass floor and walls of tall
seamless hedges. The grass was dotted with flowers, and the hedges were
festooned with tangles of ivy and bird nests. He heard a soft drumming, which
quickly grew louder. He turned and saw a girl fast approaching, riding a hobby
horse. She wore a pink dress, and her pigtails and bows flapped with her speed.
"Jack!" she called as she drew near. "Are you going to the tea party?"
"Yes, I am," he answered. "I was locked up and forbidden, but I've gotten
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past my guards, and now I'm coming to have fun."
"Well, I'll see you there," she said as she passed. As she rode out of
sight along the avenue, she called out, "Just follow this path. Go past the
mill pond and ampitheater, and you'll be at the party!"
Jack walked between the high hedges after the fading hoofbeats.
The chorus of voices spoke in his head. Jack, you are such a despicable
creature. I have never met anyone as bad as you. Neither have I. I am
amazed, shocked, and mortified at the extent of your unruly behavior.
He thought and thought, but Jack couldn't recall what, in particular,
he had done to deserve a night in the attic. "I can remember doing bad
things, I think, but I can remember so many, so much badness that I must
have been bad from the very moment I was born! Otherwise, I wouldn't
have had time to do so many bad things!" The details were gone, and try as
he might, Jack could only dredge up vague, faded memories of white wigs
and a horrible, final, crack that signalled his condemnation. These thoughts
left Jack's mind after a few minutes, as did most things.
The hedges were replaced by close-knit rows of trees, and the
grass walk began to slant downwards. Every so often, Jack thought he could
hear music in the distance. "That sounds like a fun party," he thought
whenever the faint tunes drifted down the grassy lane. "I hope I'm not too
late."
The grass ended at a wide pond. Weeping willows leaned in from
the edges over the brown, glassy water. Jack saw swarms of newts under
the water lilies. Farther out from shore, some turtles were sunning on a
floating log. A cedar bridge spanned the pond, and the path continued on
the other side.
Jack began to walk across the bridge. The boards creaked under his
feet, and many were black with rot and mold. He was halfway across when a
board snapped in two. His leg plunged through, into the water, and was
soaked up to the knee. At the splash, the basking turtles took alarm and
dove Into the water.
Then Jack saw that their abandoned perch was not a log, it was his
cousin Tom, who had drowned the summer before. Tom floated face down.
Striped snails clustered in the creases of his maroon jacket, and algae had
turned his yellow hair green.
A white hand with a lace cuff emerged form the water near Tom's
head, and grasped Tom's shoulder. The hand pulled, and Tom partly sub
merged, only to bob up again, this time with two pale hands holding tight.
There were more splashes, and after the hands came thin arms clothed in
dripping black velvet. At last, a top hat emerged, and from under it a
stubbled face with a wide, sloppy grin and tangled hair. Tom had somehow
turned, and his spoiled face stared blankly at Jack.
"Jack!" said the man in the top hat. "Nice to see you!" he floated
with his elbows on Tom's chest, his legs idly trailing out behind him. "Damn,
but I m so clumsy. Look at me! Last week I tripped on me own coattails and
pitched into the pond, and I've been caught in the weeds down there since!
I ve only had poor Tom here and the minnows to keep me company!" At this,
Tom nodded bleakly and opened his mouth, but no sound came out, only
some brackish water.
Who are you?" asked Jack. The man's smile was painfully wide,
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and Jack noticed tht his collar and neck were stained red.
"Carelessness. 'That's me name, that's me nature,' is what I always say.
I see you're looking at the blood. Well, I've found that shaving underwater is quite
the trick! Cut me damn throat shaving this morning, and nearly all me blood
flowed away!" He looked at his wrists, and laughed. "Why, I look right ghostly, I'd
say!" As he inspected his fingernails, which were as white as full moons, his elbow
slipped and his finger jabbed into his eye. "Bloody hell, that hurt," he said, chuck
ling. "Look at me eye, Jack!" He squinted up at the bridge. "Shoved me fingernail
straight through the lens!"
Jack shuddered. "It was nice to meet you," said Jack, "but I must be on
my way. I can't be late to the party." He took another step across the bridge, and
Carelessness kicked his long thin legs to keep pace.
"Jack," he said, smiling, "think on it a bit before you rush off. Have you
any idea how much fun is a life of carelessness? No cares, no worries. It's bliss, I
say. Look Jack, I'll tell you what. You just jump down here with me, and you can be
one of me special friends, like young Tom here." Carelessness took him, the adults
had said. He was playing down at the pond, and he gave in to Carelessness. When
you feei Carelessness approaching, you must not pay him attention. Mind your
task closely, or you, too, will fall prey like poor Tom!
Carelessness was still talking, in a cracking, lazy mumble that Jack could
barely follow. As the man gestured, water flew from his cuffs and dripped slowly
down his ruined evening coat. Jack watched Carelessness, all the while backing
slowly across the cedar bridge. A dragonfly landed briefly on his arm, and he shook
it away. He could hear insects droning all around, and, from somewhere, music and
laughter.
Another rotten board gave way beneath his foot, and he fell backwards.
He flung out his arms for balance, and Carelessness let go of Tom and eagerly
swam up under the bridge. Stretching out his long arms, he said, "Here Jack, let
me help you down. That's a good lad!"
Jack fell hard onto his back. He looked around and saw that he had landed
on the grass at the other end of the bridge. He jumped up and checked to make
sure he was in one piece. He looked at Carelessness, who peered back, strangely.
"Goodbye for now, Jack," Carelessness said hoarsely. "I know you'll be
back. I'll see you again. I always see them again. Always, always..." He sank
beneath the surface, except for his hat, which drifted against a stand of cattails.
"Well," thought Jack, "I suppose that was lucky. On to the party!"
He walked along the grass path through an orchard haunted by the carved
wooden statues that marked the entrance to the ampitheater. Armless women,
single legged men, a child with bulging eyes: the statues watched him as he
walked by. Two lithe statues, ballet dancers, flanked the path. They stood on their
toes with their arms flung high. Jack walked beneath the dancers, and he was
standing at the rim of a grassy earthen bowl.
The path circled the top edge of the natural ampitheater, but at the
bottom was a wooden stage, and Jack wanted to climb on it. He ran down the hill,
with the wind fluttering through his hair. When he reached the stage, he saw that it
was already occupied. A figure sat cross-legged in the center, with its strangely
shiny head bowed. It wore a bottle green jacket and striped trousers, and it was
surrounded by a ring of butterflies and beetles lying on their backs.
As Jack clambered onto the stage, the figure lifted its head, which was a
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naked skull. The skull had too many teeth, stretched in an over-wide smile,
and the bottom jaw was missing. The figure stood, with a jingle, and Jack
saw tiny bells at its hands and ankles.
It spoke: "I am Frivolity." Jack wondered how such a deep voice
could come from a hollow skull. "Dance, child."
Frivolity put one hand on its hip and cocked the other in the air. It
leapt, and kicked its ankles together in midair. Then it began to dance,
tapping, jingling, clapping, and doing cartwheels around Jack. Frivolity had
very muscular legs, and when it landed from its wild gyrations the whole
floor shook.
Jack, Frivolity is a monster. It will keep you from doing hard work,
keep you from achieving greatness, or even mediocrity. Jack began to tap
his feet, and Frivolity clapped faster, faster, faster. Jack whirled, and twirled,
and dark stars became visible in the blue sky. His breath became ragged and
he choked on the thick air...
At last he coughed. His arms and legs felt like lead, but they still
pumped in time to Frivolity's dance, against his will. "This is no fun, Frivol
ity," he gasped. "My legs hurt, and I've got to go to the party. That's where
all the other kids are." His muscles knotted and tensed, and he nearly
screamed in pain.
Frivolity threw its head back and commanded "Dance!" Jack
danced, slower and slower as his bones began to ache. With each shuffling
step he moved closer to the edge of the stage. He raised his leg once more,
and then fell straight off the edge to the grass below. When he hit the
ground, his legs stopped moving, and he was no longer under Frivolity's
spell. He stood up, and began to run up the hill, away from the stage, legs
and lungs burning. "I've... got... to get... to the party," he wheezed to
himself. At last he reached the top of the hill and looked back down towards
the stage. Frivolity still danced, and the faint tinkling of bells still barely
reached Jack.
He sprinted towards a large clearing down the path. The music was
louder, and he could see the movement of bright colors. More hedges flew
by, and he disturbed a flock of birds that flapped away mightily towards the
sinking sun. He burst into the clearing, and a dozen girls in pink dresses and
boys in blue suits turned to stare. The music he had heard earlier drifted
from a tiny speaker on a table. It sounded tinny and sharp, like it could
reach out and cut someone's throat. A man in a worn tuxedo, surrounded by
a flopping pile of rabbits, waved silk scarves in Jack's face. A girl offered
Jack a cup of tea.
He drank, and found that the cup was filled with cold water. "Would
you like some cake?" said a voice near his elbow. He looked down, and a
tiny girl held out a plate. "We made it ourselves." Jack looked at the cake,
which was just dirt and water, with a garnish of pine needles.
"What kind of tea party is this?" he yelled, and the children all
around him smile blankly. Behind the magician, two girls and a boy were
playing with a tired dog that growled and wagged its tail hopelessly.
Jack walked up to a stand that held a silver pitcher. He picked it up,
and dashed out the contents when he saw that it held only water. Then he
took the pitcher back in hand. His face was reflected on the shiny surface.
He reached up and felt his face; it was covered with sharp stubble. He
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looked at his hands, and they spoke of a life of hard physical work. "Where the hell
am I?" he said, grabbing the nearest small boy by his lapels.
The magician dropped his scarves and walked rapidly towards Jack.
"There, there, Jack my boy," he said. "Calm down, calm down. Now give me your
hand. I'm sure we can work everything out just fine." As he drew near, he took a
syringe from his pocket.
"I-I-I-I-I don't know what's going on here," said Jack. "But forget it! I'm
leaving, and don't try to stop me! I don't know who the hell you people are or what
you've done to my mind, but this w-w-w-w-won't stand!"
Far beyond the trees rose the pale blue skyline of the city. Jack looked at
the bland children, who had now moved to surround him, and then back at the
skyscrapers. "Out of my way!" he screamed.
The children moved all at once, swarming him in a mob. Jack struck wildly
with his fists and feet. His foot connected with a tiny boy's head, which flew off and
bounced along the ground, sputtering and sparking. The magician leapt into the
fray, trying to grab Jack's arm. He waved his syringe. "Just one little shot in the
arm, Jack, and you'll feel much better, Ipromise!"
Jack discovered that he was quite strong. Laughing children fell beneath
his blows like blighted cornstalks. When he broke free, he ran, and behind him he
could hear screams of "Escape, escape, escape!" and "After him!"
He jogged towards the city, along roads with flowers growing from the
cracks in the pavement. He passed under weather-washed billboards advertising
strip clubs and casinos. The city's grime scrubbed at his skin. And then, behind
him, he heard the jingle of Frivolity's bells. As Filth's stench billowed over him like
a wave, he ducked into a maze of sooty bricks and the city swallowed him up like a
morsel.
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Cate Whetzel
Quitter
Class ended and the hail began, my first time
With icy ping-pongs leaping at my knees.
In a black cap-sleeved leotard, pink tights,
Pink ballet shoes, I waited under theater awnings
For my mother, late again, and the other girls
Trickled out around me, running to the cars.
I touched my heels and bent in first, assured
No one was watching.
We had just learned second position and ponyKicks, which after five minutes sent needles
Of white up my shins and thighs. Undercover,
Watching the hail dissolve into rain, I pony-kicked,
Slipped, and nearly fell into a puddle. My pink shoes
Turned black at the seams.
After one year I was finished with ballet, foreshadowing
Violin, the strings that hurt my fingers, and the gymnastics
I gave up for not mastering the cartwheel.
The cross-stitch needle I held better than the others, but pricked
My thumb all the same, bleeding on the embroidering silk.
It could have been the vault from the trampoline that sent me too high,
How in fifth position my foot refused to lock in place, the "Old
Gray Mare," constantly eluding me with arthritic glee. All of these
Shrieked my frustration, violently clapping the chalk from my hands,
Uncurling and flexing my toes in the slippers.
Up to now, sitting here, I wonder,
What are these poems for?
You will not dance] your feet are pink and even.
You will not play] the violin has turned its scroll
Against you. I cannot hurtle through air
To clutch beams, rings, or pommel horse—
The free fall has lost me from its ranks.
What's left to be plumbed and dressed out
But this latest attempt at entertaining?
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Jonathan Keefe
Pathetic Fallacy, Observed
i.
The summer that took my grandmother,
the earth threatened to rupture every afternoon
around four— Hell's impending release
of its unbaptised children for another go round
signalled by the raindrops, too lazy
just to get off their asses and
fall already, that evaporated to steam
before ever hitting the black-hot asphalt—
Her screen door locked, the imps could never get inside
where the air conditioner always ran full blast
and the ground was stable.

II.
The lowest branches of the magnolia tree
doubled as monkey-bars when it was warm enough
to play outside, but they bowed in parabolas, sheathed
in an inch of ice on top of snow on top of ice,
connecting the live to the dead
with a row of half-frowns that cried
when the tree began to thaw. The frozen powerlines,
which had smiled above my brothers' grave, snapped
before the temperature or the electric company
could save them. Swinging from my magnolia tree,
I laughed smugly until too tall
to hang without scraping my knees.

III.
Each spring, the rain turns the river
from the synthetic green of antifreeze to frothing
yellow bile— acid that could wash over the sides
of a bridge and chew right through the body of a car
and flush the undigested waste downstream
before I could roll my window halfway down to equalize
the pressure inside and out. I only regret that I never
learned to swim when I see an orange and black
caution sign that reads High Water.
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Lindsey Joerger
It Walks Down Stairs
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Jennifer Clarvoe

Hope is the Door without the House —
Held open on the Moon -The Spaceship but a Blueprint,
The Astronaut -- unborn —
'Tis unchanged by the Fact
No one is there -Craters lend their Features —
To empty — Air --
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Harry Itagaki, Jonathan Keefe, and Clinton Priestley
Science!
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1 Ganglion from central nervous system of M. sexta (tobacco homworm), stained
with primary and secondary GABA antibodies, magnified 10X.
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Theo Bark
August
1971 Beach Plum Pie
my father smiling
sunburnt deep
kneedeep in the
why-bother-bay
on a wellspring summer
warm red bricks
life was just a peach
all meat, no pit
which couldn't wait to drip
in jagged frets of gold
sweetly as it slipped.
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Royal Rhodes
The First Casualty
(10/11/01)
Where did God go
while we looked up in silence,
not hearing the horror lodged in our throats?
In our eyes a grain of human
ash, ground down to gritIs there someone there, somehow real?
How would we know when we see it?
— the shuffled certainties,
like wreckage, moved, bent, and compressed,
endangers those who inspect too close.
As the towers fell,
our working vocabulary ended.
The word "God"—
the mover underlying mechanics,
numbered propositions, hidden
premises, working in blood or rhetoric
— we ran to ground.
Does God vanish or come to life
in the first breath at birth
or mouth-to-mouth raising the dead?
We are left with phantoms in the spine,
the short hairs on a boy's neck,
the ritual closure of blessings or curses.
Did God go to Eden or Hell,
snagged in an icon or steel amulet
or the charcoaled fronts of hollowed offices?
Or is this a monster with human face
and ferocious wings that sees its reflection
and descends to destroy, and give warning
to look and look away from this vision.
What causes us to risk everything
in the rubble to hope for a small voice
that calls, "Save me"- and quietly calls again.
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Katie Mitas
Interview with E.L. Doctorow
Katie Mitas: They sell a mug in the bookstore, on which you're quoted as
saying, "Poetry is what we did at Kenyon, the way they did football at Ohio
here? H°W representative do you think that statement is of your experience
E. L. Doctorow: Well, that's a slight misquote. I said literary criticism was
what we did at Kenyon, the way they did football at Ohio State. Of course,
there were some good poets among us- James Wright, Robert Mezey-- but as
for the majority of the English and Philosophy majors, we were avid students
who were fitting right in with Mr. Ransom's- John Crowe Ransom's- idea of
how to study poetry. He was a textualist. He'd already softened his AgrarianNew Critical position by the time we were at Kenyon, but still, the idea was
that a poem or a novel had everything in it that you needed to know in order
to understand it. You didn t have to find out anything about the writer or the
time in which the writer lived. The poem itself was all you needed.
This was called New Criticism, but it was not all that new by the time we were
doing it. It has since been superseded by other theories- for instance, the
historicist approach. Considering the poem, the book, the play, as an expres
sion of its time, social and economic conditions, and so on.
But as to whether it was representative of my experience? Absolutely. I
remember writing a thirty-two page paper about an eight-line poem of
Wordsworth's, "A Slumber Did my Spirit Seal." It's one of the "Lucy" poems.
Do you study Wordsworth? Are you an English major? Haven't hit Wordsworth
yet, eh? Are you what, a junior?
KM: Yeah, I'm a junior.
ELD. Well, there s still time. Look for that poem when you have a moment It's
very simple, very beautiful.
KM: So, the historical critical theory, would that be more in line with the focus
of your own work, or no?
ELD: Only for the historicist critic... I don't write criticism myself, if I can help
it. Usually, when I do a piece, it's about a novel, and I'm still textually ori
ented, though I do pay attention to the author's time and circumstance.
KM: When you were at Kenyon, you majored in Philosophy, not English, even
though you've always been associated with writing while you were here. You
were an editor for HIKA, and you studied under Ransom. When did you decide
to make writing your career?
ELD: When I was about nine. I was in the third grade, and I decided one day
that I was a writer. I didn't think at the time that it was necessary to prove it
by actually sitting down and writing something.
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I came to Kenyon with the intention of majoring in English. But I felt more at home
with the Philosophy courses that were offered here. Phil Rice, who was the Associ
ate Editor of The Kenyon Review, and his colleague Virgil Aldrich were the best
two-man Philosophy department in the country. And I just latched onto that sort of
thinking and worrying that they do in Philosophy, so I switched majors— under
standing, of course, that I could now choose the English courses I wanted to take,
and avoid all others.
KM: Now I'd like to move onto discussing your work. In Ragtime, you utilize
historical figures in ways that they're not typically seen in history books. In World's
Fair, you incorporate oral history as a means of telling a story. How do you feel
your fiction addresses issues of historical accuracy and/or inaccuracy, as the case
may be?
ELD: Well, I write what I think is the truth. It may not be factually verifiable on
every point, but facts aren't the only truth. And, of course, they're not always
facts. Historians are very creative, as are journalists. They decide what the facts
are, take some, discard others, and they make compositions, just as I make
compositions. The line between fiction and non-fiction is not as clear as you may
think.
KM: I read an interview where you mention that J. P. Morgan, even though he may
not have done the things you said, you felt that you captured his character. That
his character was truthful to him, historically. Do you feel that way about most of
the characters you've written?
ELD: Absolutely. Why lie about them? Why do this kind of low-paying work when
you could get an MBA and be an Enron executive if all you're going to do is horse
around? Insofar as Morgan goes, the single best work of fiction ever written about
him is his authorized biography. Any time someone authorizes a biography, you're
reading fiction.
KM: So does that make "regular" fiction any more true?
ELD: If it's good, yes. Fiction is a system of knowledge, it's an ancient practice, our
first means of knowing. You rely on the integrity of the artist, because what is
meretricious is easy to spot. And finally, every book, fiction or non-fiction, will
suffer the judgment of society, and, over time the consensus is usually accurate.
That's why some books last and others don't. If you want to find out what it was
like to live in Russia in the nineteenth century, you may look up the historians of
that time, if you can find them, but I would suggest you read Tolstoy, Chekov, and
Turgenev.
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ELD: I see you've done your homework. Yes, I worked as a reader for a film
company I read a book a day, and wrote a synopsis of its story. It was actually
very helpful to me as a writer. In the first place, I saw how many bad books were
being published, and that was very encouraging. Secondly, the art of synopsis
writing is in not duplicating the structure of the novel-- it's to find the story and to
straighten it all out. To make a linear tale of it. That teaches you how books are
constructed and how they can be deconstructed.
KM: I read that when you started The Book of Daniel, you wrote 150 pages and
hnnL-cSCfhPP^d ltand startfd re-writing it from a different perspective. Many of your
books, they re often from lots of different perspectives- many characters speak.
Do you feel that your process affects the way that you present the stones in your

music very quickly, and that s lucky, because nothing good can happen until you
hear it. And sometimes what you hear is more than one voice.
KM: You've written some short-stories, as well. Do you feel that those are repre
sentative of a new direction in your work?
ELD: Not particularly. I edited a collection called The Best Short-Stories of2000
one of a series published every year by Houghton-Mifflin. That rekindled my
interest in the form. But even with the pieces I've published in the last year or two,
my total of published short-stones is under a dozen. A story, unlike a novel, comes
to you whole. You see it, hear it, from beginning to end. Of course, if they come to
you, you ve got to write them down, and when that happens again, I will. But I still

r,ction-what d° *°u <hink <*«««»
ELD: Do you have them here?
Yes# we Just had the ,ists Posted this week- they put up lists of who gets in
We have to send in submissions.
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ELD: They can be very useful. If you want to write, it's good to have a reaction to
what you re doing, which a workshop offers you. Having your story or poem read
in a class is a form of publication. And you're being judged and criticized by your
peers, just as you will be judging and criticizing their work, so there's a kind of
cameradene of learning with each piece that's considered. And what the instructor
offers is professional-level editing: Does this story work? Why doesn't it work' How
do you make it work? What are you trying to say? Do you need this line? And so
forth. And it s certainly valuable to the young writer to have that kind of attention.
A writing workshop can give someone courage who's shy or tentative about
writing But it's not for everyone. Some people don't need the time it affords. They
have the discipline self-instilled and do better when they're on their own As all
writers eventually have to be.
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Benjamin Keating
Salt
Volcanic ruminations, fathoms under,
stir the silt and seaweed.
Grooved tongues of pine, tarred
and sealed: the bulwork of the keelsalt-scraped, stripped of barnacles,
parched by land and sea alike,
by September, new paint glistened
chemically in the yard. Time enough still,
they thought, to take her out,
gathering line and canvas, anchor
and beer. Over dinner, the weather
radio bleated sandy repetitions
of balmy winds and three-foot seas.
12 hours later, finally afloat, the wind
died, leaving them to yank and coax
the sputtering outboard to life.
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Peter Barker-Huelster
Elegy
February has you fooled, crocus.
Ignore these false-spring days
and go back to your hiding place.
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Margaret McGuire
Even the Lawn Ornaments are Crying
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Anna Akhmatova, Translation by James McGavran
Reqviem

1935-1940
No, not under a foreign vault of sky,
Nor beneath the shield of foreign wings,
I was with my people then,
Where my people unfortunately were.
1961
In Place of a Forward
During the terrifying years of the purges, I spent seventeen months
in the prison lines in Leningrad. Once someone "identified" me. Then a
woman with blue lips, standing behind me, who, of course, had never in her
life heard my name, awakened from the torpor characteristic of us all and
asked in my ear (everyone there spoke in a whisper):
--Can you describe this?
And I said:
—Yes, I can.
Then someting like a smile slipped across that which had at one
time been her face.
1 April 1957
Leningrad
Dedication
Before this grief mountains bend down,
The great river does not flow;
But strong are the prison bolts,
And behind them the "convicts' burrows"
And lethal yearning.
For someone a fresh wind blows,
For someone the sunset glows—
We don't know, we are everywhere the same,
Hearing only the odious clanking of keys
And soldiers' heavy footfall.
We rise, like for early mass,
Walk through the wild capital,
And assemble, less alive than dead,
With the sun lower, the Neva more misty,
And hope still singing in the distance.
The verdict... and at once tears gush,
Already removed from everyone,
As if with pain they tore life from her heart,
As if they rudely knocked her on her back;
But she walks... Staggers... Alone...
Where now are the friends forced upon me
During my two bedeviled years?
What do the see in a Siberian snowstorm?
What do they dream in the sphere of the moon?
To them I send my farewell greeting.
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March 1940
Introduction
This was when only the dead
Smiled, glad of tranquility,
And like a needless appendage, Leningrad
Loitered around its own prisons.
And when, maddened by torment,
The condemned marched in battalions,
And the short song of separation
Was sung by the steam-engine whistles.
Stars of death stood over us,
And blameless Rus writhed
Under bloodied boots
And the tires of black automobiles.

I
They took you away at dawn,
And like a pallbearer, I followed.
In the dark chamber, children cried,
The candle by the image-case guttered.
The cold of the icon was on your lips,
On your brow the sweat of death... Never forget!
I, like the wives of the strelets soldiers,
Under the Kremlin's towers will howl.
Autumn 1935
Moscow

II
The pacific Don flows peacefully,
The yellow moon enters the building.
Walks in with its shapka aslant.
The yellow moon sees a shade.
This woman is sick,
This woman is alone,
Husband in the grave, son in prison,
Say a prayer for me.

Ill
No, not I, it is someone else who suffers.
I would not be capable; and as for what happened,
Let heavy black cloths obscure it,
And let the lamps be carried away...
Night.
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IV
I should like to show you, sneering woman,
Favorite of all your friends,
Happy sinner from Tsarskoe Selo,
What will happen with your lifeHow three-hundredth in line, with a parcel,
Beneath the Crosses you will stand,
Burning the New Year's ice
With your hot tears.
There the prison poplar sways,
Without a sound—but how many
Innocent lives have ended...
V
Seventeen months I've cried,
Calling you home,
And thrown myself at the feet of the hangmanYou are my son and my horror.
Everything is forever confounded,
And I can no longer discern
Who's bestial, who's human,
Or how long to wait for the execution.
There are only luxuriant colors,
And the censer's ring, and footprints
Leading somewhere and nowhere.
And directly in my eyes stares
An enormous star,
Threatening fast ruin.

VI
The weightless weeks fly;
What happened I can't understand.
How the white nights gazed
On you, my son, in prison,
How again they gaze
With a hawk's hot eye,
Speaking of the high cross you bear
And of death.

VII
THE VERDICT
And the word of stone fell
On my living chest.
It's nothing—after all, I was prepared,
And will cope with this somehow.
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I have much to do today:
I must kill off memory to the last,
Petrify my soul,
And relearn how to live.
Otherwise... The hot rustle of summer
Will be like a holiday outside my window.
I had long felt the premonition
Of this bright day and emptied home.
Summer 1939

VIII
TO DEATH
All the same you will come-- why shouldn't it be now?
I'm waiting for you— it is very hard for me.
I put out the light and opened the door
To you, so simple and marvelous.
Use any means you like:
Blow up a poisoned device,
Sneak up with a club, like an experienced crook,
Or infect me with typhoid fumes.
Or with a fairy tale dreamed by you,
To everyone familiar ad nauseum,—
That I might see the top of the light-blue hat
Of the house manager, pale with fear.
I don't care anymore. The Yenisei churns,
The North Star shines.
And the latest terror dims
The blue brilliance of beloved eyes.
19 August 1939

IX
Madness with its wing has already
Covered half my soul,
And it offers me fiery wine to drink
And beckons me to the black valley.
And I understand that I
Must cede to it the victory,
Listening now to my own
As if to another's ravings.
And it will not suffer me
To bring anything along
(No matter how I beg of it
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Or pester it with entreaty):
Not my son's terrifying eyesSuffering petrified,
Nor the day the storm arrived,
Nor the hour of a prison visit,
Nor the kind coolness of his hands,
Nor the lindens' anxious shade,
Nor the distant, weightless soundWords of the last consolation.

4 May 1940
X

CRUCIFIXION
Do not weep for Me, Mother,
look in the tomb

1
The great choir of angels sang an hour of praises,
And the heavens melted in fire.
To his Father He said: "Why hast thou forsaken Me!"
But to his mother: "O, do not weep for Me..."
2
Mary Magdalene quivered and sobbed,
The beloved disciple turned to stone,
But there where His Mother silently stood,
No one even dared to look.
EPILOGUE

1
I have learned how faces fall like leaves,
How fear peers out of closed eyelids,
How suffering leaves marks on the cheeks
Like rigid cuneiform tablets,
How locks of dirty blonde or black
Suddenly turn gray
How smiles wither on submissive lips,
And how fright trembles in a weak, dry laugh.
And I pray not for myself alone,
But for all who stood there with me,
In the lethal cold and the heat of June,
Under the blinded, red prison walls.
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2
Again the hour of remembrance has drawn near.
All of you I see, I hear, I feel:
The woman they barely led up to the window,
The woman who trampled not her native ground,
And the woman who, with a shake of her beautiful head,
Said: "I come here like coming home!"
I should like to call them all by name,
But the list is gone and there's no one to ask.
I wove a wide shroud
From their poor words I overheard.
I remember them always and everywhere;
I will not forget them when new troubles arise,
And if they should squeeze shut my tortured mouth,
That cries for a nation of one-hundred million.
Let them remember me just the same
On the eve of my burial day.
And if ever in this country
They decide to build a monument to me,
I'll agree to the festivities,
But on one condition: put it not
Near the sea, where I was born-My last tie to the sea is broken—
Neither in the tsar's garden, by a cherished stump,
Where inconsolable shade would stalk me,
But here, where I stood for three hundred hours,
Where they never opened the latch for me.
For even in blessed death I'm afraid
To forget the thundering of the black automobiles,
To forget how the hateful door would squelch
And the old woman would howl like a wounded beast.
Let the first melting snow flow like tears
From fixed bronze eyelids,
And let the prison dove coo in the distance,
As ships drift quietly down the Neva.
March 1940
House on the Fontanka
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Clair John
Monosyllabic Duet
(for Mezzo-Soprano and Bass)
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Samantha Simpson
Gerald for Sale
"Ma?" Gerald stood outside of the kichen with a piece of white
cardboard under his arm. He watched his mother furiously scrub the plastic
plates and bowls from breakfast. She was already in her Sunday best--crisp
white linen suit and a matching hat with plastic cherries and grapes circling
the brim. Her elbow pumped back and forth with effort, and he couldn't help
noticing the way her arms strained against the sleeves of her suit. He took a
deep breath. "I don't think I can finish the sign."
She paused for a moment, and he could tell from her sniffling that
she was wiping soapsuds onto her nose. "What's wrong, Gerald'" Her voice
was sharp and hoarse.
"I don't think anyone-- I wouldn't buy that car." He waited for her to
turn around, but her elbow was pumping again. She paused again to hold up
a plate and check for spots in the sunlight seeping through the curtains.
"And why's that, my precious? You know I can't drive it. And you're
too scared to get behind that wheel. Big as you are." She shrugged. "Right
now, it's just sitting in the driveway, not getting any miles. If your father
were still here..." She stopped there and shook her head.
"You put an axe through the windshield, Ma." Gerald regretted the
words as soon as they were out of his mouth. He cleared his throat. "I
mean- you know what I mean. That's why- I don't think I can finish the
sign. I don't think people- anybody wants to buy a car that you— that
doesn't work anymore."
Mother Hattie Baker Hartwell turned to face her son while she dried
her hands on a dishtowel, and his heart skipped a beat. "Gerald!" She
frowned, and he took one step back, even though he meant to stand his
ground. He had planned to tell her he was twenty-one and too old to be
doing everything she said for him to do, especially when she wanted him to
do things that didn't make any sense.
There were red splotches on his face and fingertips that matched
the clumsy line of lettering already on the cardboard. "Gerald, you're a
mess, and you won't be ready for church in time if you don't wash up right
now. She brushed past him and into the living room, and he followed her
with a sigh.
All the chairs were covered with plastic that squeaked whenever he
sat down, and there were stacks of coasters on the end tables. Thin layers of
dust protected the framed photographs of his father.
"And if you're not going to church with me," she continued, "you
should have plenty of time to finish the sign and put it in front of the car."
She pulled on her gloves, stretching the red satin between her chubby
fingers. "Put down that it runs real good. Nice and smooth. And put down I
want two thousand dollars for it. I really want fifteen hundred, but people
should get a chance to argue me down."
"But, Ma-"
She picked her purse up from the coffee table and put her hand
through the arch of the handles. "Fine, Gerald, you can drive me to church
but I'm not letting you come inside God's house with all those stains on your
shirt. You'll just have to come home and finish the sign before you go to
work. And that's final." She smiled and stood on tiptoe to give him a damp
peck on the cheek. You're my boy." Before he could say anything more he
heard the slam of the screen door.
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the gospel on the radio. And that was all he had. "Car for Sale."
He sighed before he walked out the door
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windshield used to be. He hadn't touched the car for years. It was a monster all
mTl tmeta[and broken glass teeth. He imagined it would come alive at any
moment, seeking revenge.

teeth whence ST®

dr'Ve V°Ur m3ma

'° ChUrCh' S°n?" She showed her

He shook his head and shoved his hands in his pockets. "We'll walk, Ma."
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Th,s ^ekend, though, she actually tore him out of sleep and insisted he
pa nt the sign. On Saturday she went to the doctor for the first time sine e Albert
Hartwell left her, and he told her all about herself. High blood sugar. High blood
pressure. She needed to get her business in order, she told Geraid. "If? get the
cancer, I don t want this car to be a burden on the community and the family" It
was just like that. Now get your tail out of bed and fix this sign." He couldn't
argue with high blood pressure and the cancer, so he started the sign
1 th,n* maybe Pastor might be interested," she said as she squinted
against the sunlight. "He likes older cars. And he would probably pay the full two

"Ma." What was

ss.zssss.K ass.

wanted to ask her if she were making a joke

our house in order,

proud w"h (hat si9".

understand? We need to get

He frowned and shook his head a little

«.....Asais.s'.ss™ rxis?:sxsxzget her house in order before her h.gh blood sugar gave her the cancer.

L. .
Mother Hattie Baker Hartwell didn't always care so much about getting
her house in order. There was a time when she used to paint a mole on her cheek
e ore she went outside of her house. There was a time when she used to smoke
cigarettes and make Gerald walk down to the corner store to get them. He couldn't
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have been more than six years old, trying to explain to Mr. Mark that his
mama needed her Virginia Slims.
"Now, boy, you won't try and smoke these yourself, will you?"
Mr. Mark put the cigarettes on the high counter, and Gerald dug into his
pocket for his mama's two dollars. He had to stand on tiptoe to put the
money on the counter and grab the pack.
"No, I won't. Those are woman cigarettes, sir," the boy replied, just
like Hattie Baker taught him. She wasn't a church mother then, so every
body just called her "Hattie."
There was hell to pay if Mr. Mark was out of Virginia Slims and
Gerald came back with Marlboros. "Do you think I'm a man now, Gerald?
These are man cigarettes."
"Ma, there weren't any more of your woman cigarettes."
"You probably didn't ask right." She wanted to smack him for not
asking right, but Albert Hartwell was still around to stop her from being too
hard on the boy. He pulled Gerald onto his lap and turned on the television.
"Hattie, leave that boy alone. You told the pastor you were gonna stop
smoking anyway, remember?"
She sat down next to them and tugged Gerald's ear. "Nobody asked
you, Albert." She cracked open the Marlboros. "I don't know what kind of
boy you've got here who can't tell man cigarettes from woman cigarettes.
How do I look smoking these things?"
"Are you going to look like Daddy?" Gerald wanted to know.
"Shut up talking foolishness, Gerald." Hattie lit her man cigarette.
All of us told her not to be so hard on that boy, but she didn't listen.
He was none of anybody's business, she used to say, and she talked to him
any kind of way wanted, even when he started getting old enough to shave
and talk with a deep voice. She was too busy with taking care of his skinny
ass and her azalea bushes to worry about what the fools in Leggett thought
of her and how she raised her family.
She got turned around, though. It started out slow. She used to be
one of those Sunday Christians, the kind of woman who would come to
chuch once a week then smoke Virginia Slims and drink and cuss every
other day of the week. She stopped with the cigarettes first because the
ashes started burning her azalea blossoms and furniture. Then she stopped
living in sin with Albert Hartwell and got married, even though it didn't last
too long. Then she stopped drinking because she couldn't afford alcohol and
hats after her husband ran off with Edna Lee Whitaker. She was coming
around.
Then one Sunday, after Albert Hartwell was long gone, Hattie Baker
Hartwell went to church and shouted so hard she shook her best hat off her
head and onto the floor and put more than one run in her No Nonsense
pantyhose. The pastor was talking about redemption and heaven's rewards,
and the music got going while he was still preaching. When the piano and
the drums stopped, the congregation could still hear her stomping her
stocking feet against the floor and weeping.
"Praise Jesus," the pastor said when the ushers came running up
the aisles to fan her back into the pew. "Praise Jesus for Mother Hattie. Give
God a hand clap of praise." And that's what everyone did. Gerald was there,
half asleep in the last pew of the church. He was dimly aware of his mother's
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there, and she was always showing Albert suits for the distinguished, older
gentlemen.
Even though he was too big to be doing it, Gerald hid under the
circular racks crammed with jackets. He liked to watch legs. His mother had
no ankles. Her legs were smooth stalks under thick, calf-length skirts. She
paced back and forth in front of the metal hat trees, dropping her choices on
the floor.
Edna Lee, even though she had to be at least as old as Hattie, wore
mini-skirts, and she never wore hats. Gerald liked to watch Edna Lee's legs
best. Whenever her toes pointed toward his father's shoes, she couldn't
stand still. She shifted from right foot to left foot, her sophisticated laughter
drowning out the soft instrumental versions of Stevie Wonder's greatest hits.
Hattie always found Gerald when it was time to go home. She
yanked his arm and pulled him by the ear out of the store. "What the hell
are you doing?" she asked under her breath. She made it seem like watching
legs was wrong.
One night, however, Albert and Edna Lee took a long time about
looking at suits, and for a while, Hattie didn't even know where they were.
She made Gerald wait with her outside by the car until his father emerged
from the store, wiping the shine off his face. All the way home, his mother
spit the name "Edna Lee" all over the interior and turned the air conditioner
up high to cool her down.
"Hattie, not so loud. I need to drive."
"You think I don't know about you and that slut. You got some
nerve bringing me around her every weekend, bold as you please. I'll tell
you this, though, Albert. You aren't going to make me look like a fool in front
of everybody like you did tonight."
Gerald sneezed and wiped his nose with the back of his hand. His
mother tossed a tissue into the back seat. "You're making your boy sick with
all this running around town. What kind of example do you think you're
setting for this child, hanging around with that slut Edna Lee? That's why his
dumb ass keeps crawling around under them clothes. Just look at him. You
both make me ashamed."
"Hattie," Gerald heard the gentle rumble of his father's voice and
decided to draw some pictures on the window with his fingers. "Hattie, I
need to talk to you." Gerald stopped listening. He drew houses and dogs on
the fogged up window. His father kept talking, and his mother's voice would
jump out of the darkness in the moments before they pulled into the
driveway.
His mother was out of the car first, her flat-heeled shoes pounding
against the pavement. She disappeared into the house, and Gerald waited
for his father to get out. Albert turned off the car and leaned his head
against the window.
"Daddy?"
The porch light came on, and Albert turned to face his son. Gerald
never remembered what he meant to ask his daddy. There was silence
before the windshield shattered and let his mother's voice into the navy blue
interior. Gerald couldn't hear what she was screaming over his own wailing.
He saw the axe come again, and his father stumbled out of the driver's seat
and fell onto the pavement. "Hattie!"
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You no-good, dirty dog! You cheating son of a bitch!"
Gerald couldn't move. His mother walked around the car, bringing her
nmr^>HP af^ rn.as *heuch°PPed int0 the doors and the trunk and the roof. She
pp
up e hood and chopped at the car's insides until there were sprays of
water and steam. Gerald wondered if she was going to chop him up, too, for
looking at Edna Lees legs. "It was an accident!" he screamed. "Ma it was an
1 dldn t ™ean t.o!" But she wasn'1 listening to him. He lay'flat on the back
SM?
seat, screaming the words over and over again.
Lights were nickering on up and down the street, but his mother kept
working on the car When the axe got stuck in the passenger side door, she started
kicking the tires. The neighbors were in their yards, now, wearing robes
-r- *
-JT
uhrew 0pen one of the doors and Pulled Gera'd out of the back
h?ceLhS
Tf' hC °rdered' but Gerald could on|Y st and there and watch as
rinhr hf hraPP
iS ar?s,around his mother's waist. She must have gotten tired
right then because she didn t kick anymore. She just slumped down in her
drying,'but
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Carrried Hatt'G 'nSiduG and put her in the bed-

t0°' Hls head hurt

Gerald waited

9u
96rS aQamSt the screen door Albert Hartwell didn't notice
I n?
for a long time. His son was sitting out on the porch, sneezing and staring at the
car, which made tiny hissing sounds as it died. "Gerald, didn't I tell you to get in

u Gerald shook his head and asked if his mother was going to chop him up
when she woke up. The axe was sticking out of the door.
No, son, your mama's— just come inside and get your bath " Albert threw
open the door and lifted his son into the house.
'
Before Albert Hartwell was gone to Nashville, Gerald learned how to carry
messages between his mama and daddy
da^s-''

^e

pe^ctly^^Hatbe^who9 tayed^nCbednwith°some
<*« —of a Cadillac

chop him up

Said any CUrSing WOrdS' Hattie W0uld be out of bed' ready t0

~

* I. He went from room to room, every day, until Hattie got over her fever and
told Albert Hartwell to leave while he packed his suitcases into Edna Lee's car.
Albert Hartwell didn't care if Hattie got that car moved or not. He couldn't take her
temPer anymore and he was leaving for Nashville with Edna Lee. Gerald wanted to
day'
b,s mother st00d In front of the door, throwing
mthU?n£

9

£ ? £

pa5k- Her wedding band and some of h,s shoes

landed

the interior of the Cadillac. Get out of here, and don't come back, and don't

h?riowVdL^and,~eofta'?a?h°eVr-eCaUSe * ""rt haVe anythi"9 else 10 d0 "lth
"Ma, where is he going?"
Shut up talking foolishness, Gerald," she brushed him aside.
I want to go."
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Her palm struck his bottom. "Go to your room and don't come out
until your no-good daddy is gone. You need to stay here and take care of
your mama." And that's what he did.
He watched from his window as his father drove away in Edna Lee's
car and waved goodbye, even though he wasn't sure Albert could see him.
He caught a glimpse of the Cadillac with the axe still sticking out of the
passenger side door and decided to sit on his hands.
He finished the sign before she was back from church. "Car for
Sale. $2500 o/b/o. Call (919) 773-8709." Lines of paint dripped from each
letter. His work shirt was covered with red spots, and he'd realized too late
that there was paint on his hands when he wiped his mouth. He knew she
was going to fuss. She worked so hard to keep his clothes clean. And just
look at him.
He thought maybe he should leave Mother Hattie Baker Hartwell.
She was saved, sanctified, religious, and she was going to get her house in
order, especially if he helped her sell the car. The interior was faded from
wind and rain damage, and the blue on the hood was starting to peel away.
He thought he could leave even if she couldn't make somebody buy
the car. He was old enough. Twenty-one. He knew how to work at a job,
even though he didn't know what to do with his money besides give it to his
mama. She bought him clothes and new hats for herself to wear on Sunday.
He leaned the sign against the back bumper of the car with his
fingertips and looked at the dirt path. He could be gone by the time she
came back. There were bakeries everywhere-- in Princeville, Tarboro—
maybe even in Nashville. He didn't know where he would live, but he could
find a place if he made some friends. If he could just go, like his daddy did.
He shook his head and went back inside the house and decided to
change his shirt for work. She didn't come back from the doctor's with high
blood pressure. High blood sugar. And she was remembering things so
wrong. That made him worried. He had to take care of her. Because if there
was one thing Mother Hattie Baker Hartwell couldn't stand, it was a man
who didn't take care of his responsibilities.
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Jeremy Hawkins
Breakfast Casualty
A green cloud comes lazy
into the kitchen, comes lazy in
as he and I are spooning
down breakfast. Silver freezes,
milk drips as the gas billows
through the door and spills olive
across the tiles. Not a word.
The spoons dip again,
and the cloud reaches us
beneath the table, snakes
around our ankles. She tumbles
in through the fog uncaring,
oblivious rustling through
the cupboards. The room
grows thick and hazy
as if an algae hung in the air;
we push through a sudden sweat
and small, jerking spasms
to finish our food.
She's got her gas mask on,
pouring coffee, she starts to empty
the sink. "I tried to tell your father,"
she said. Clutch at nothing.
Stomach muscles cinch
like a tourniquet. "But he's busy
with germ warfare," she explains
through our groans, "And he's right,
that's more important." I'm doubled
over, bent on the linoleum
and my brother beats his head on the wall.
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Matt Haines
For Robert Oppenheimer
The evening meal which always came
with equal sadness and decorum your mother's gloved, prosthetic hand
passing the basket of bread and listening
to the amiable questioning of your father,
under whose shadow you would smile
and turn away into your room.
Everything done correctly is melancholy like the dedicated precision
of the small mineral collection
your Grandfather gave to you,
labeled carefully in German studying it, you learned to love the world
without memory and regret
to trust the relevance of the microcosm to plan, catalogue and observe
all of the exact and momentary correspondences.
You loved the structure of things most the ironic empathy of the scientist.

What were you turning away from the colleagues who could not help but hear
when you spoke with haggard genius
about the structure of things,
but now so far beyond love
that there was only the storyline left the obsession with finality.
So what was it, where did it go...
your story is the one we listen for the impossible multiplicity of ways
to come to understand a single thing.
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You said that when the first test bomb
was a success in Los Alamos,
there was a lapse of ten seconds
while everyone dilated to it:
there were those who laughed and cried most fell to silence.
But what did it mean to you
when it fell into the storyline
without ending it,
when only you could know it,
when everything gathered around you,
all of it, and you remembered Krishna,
thinking,
I am become death,
the destroyer of worlds why did you think at all what was it
in the instant when the competing laws
of history and space
were condensed to where you stood
and split
into nothing
and its infinite place of reference.
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